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As an aid to clarity while looking through this catalogue we suggest you leave the page folded out
as we guide you through the world of Hansgrohe.

Company.
Hansgrohe has been a pioneer
in the sanitaryware industry for 112
years. Innovation and the functionality
of our products are expressed in perfect
design. We are constantly motivated by
the standards we set ourselves and are
recognised by countless awards for the
development of trailblazing technologies
such as AirPower and EcoSmart.

Bathing Style.
Divided into Avantgarde, Modern
and Classic styles, the preferred style
becomes an aesthetic guideline for
individual bathroom design. The foldout
overview of the styles shows at a glance
which mixer can be combined with
which shower, making it easy to achieve
the perfect, beautifully matching range
of Hansgrohe products.

Shower pleasure.
The wide range of shower
elements and entire shower systems
provides for tailored shower pleasure
and visual harmony. Whether you wish
to increase your shower pleasure with a
new shower or are planning a complete
refurbishment, the various options
for surface-mounted or concealed
installations offer the right solutions
– from shower head to thermostat to
elegant drainage.

Kitchen .
Beautifully shaped style meets
innovative functionality. Simple, smart
operation of the mixers is a particular
advantage when cooking. For greater
water pleasure – even in the kitchen.

At Hansgrohe, every drop counts.
“We work with passion to keep
creating new, better and more efficient
solutions for water. Our focus is on
innovative technologies and products
that increase pleasure whilst treating
the resource water with care. We have
already produced many items that have
revolutionised bathing culture. This
catalogue will give you an overview
of our entire product range and, of
course, of our latest innovations. The
many awards we have received for

Experience this catalogue interactively on the iPad
http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog

company management, sustainability
and design confirm our claim to be
creating a sensuous water experience
that is equally good for mankind and the
environment. Which is why, to us, every
drop counts.”
Richard Grohe
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Our family has a passion for water.
Hans Grohe was never satisfied
with the status quo because he knew this
was the only way to create the new, the
exceptional and the groundbreaking. At
a time when people were first starting to
think about a private bathroom and when a
daily shower was still utopia, he worked on
developing the first showerheads. He set
new standards in the bathroom – and far

MADE IN
GERMANY

5

beyond the German Black Forest.
Now with branches and subsidiaries
in 37 countries on every continent, and with
the company’s products all over the world,
Hansgrohe is widely recognised as one of
the few global players in the sanitaryware
industry. Now as then, the family-run
company manufactures the majority of its
products in Schiltach and Offenburg. This

is evidence of the company’s commitment
to “made in Germany” and these values
are still expressed everyday in everything
we do. The five year guarantee that comes
with every single one of our products shows
just how convinced we are of this quality.

Hans Grohe with son Klaus, 1937.

Klaus Grohe with his sons Philippe and
Richard, 2007.

Year
Guarantee

Young Hans Grohe founded the company
in 1901.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/tradition
You will find details of the guarantee at www.hansgrohe-int.com/guarantee
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For pure water pleasure.
With a clear conscience.
At Hansgrohe, the enthusiasm for
water is linked with a highly developed
awareness of our responsibility towards
this precious resource. We are constantly
working to further develop water- and
energy-saving products such as EcoSmart
technology. That is one of the reasons we
are one of the first companies to receive
the newly created Water Efficiency Label

(WELL) certificate from the European
Association of Valve Manufacturers.
Our Talis, Focus and Metris basin mixers
as well as the Crometta 85 Green and
Croma 100 hand showers (1jet, Vario
and Multi) all received the Level 1 award,
the top rating in the home sector. We will
continue to develop products that have
a positive effect on well-being and the

environment. Hansgrohe was one of the
first sanitaryware manufacturers in the
world to complete an ecological balance
sheet for hand showers. This calculates
the environmental footprint of the hand
showers, and offers complete transparency
on their environmental impact.

EcoSmart technology

®
Crometta 85 Green

l/min

6.0

EcoSmart showers have a water consumption rate of just nine or six litres a minute.

EcoSmart
technology

®
Metris 110

l/min

5.0

Thanks to EcoSmart technology, Hansgrohe wash basin mixers have a water consumption rate
of just five litres a minute.

The efficient EcoSmart technology means that many Hansgrohe products will help you to save both
water and energy, and reduce your CO 2 output. To find out just how much water you can save, go to
www.hansgrohe-int.com/savings-calculator

Hansgrohe SE is a founder member of the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB e.V.)
and partner to the WaterSense program of the American Environmental Agency, the EPA.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/sustainability
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Typical Hansgrohe:
Using water and heat twice.
Two other sustainability innovations
by Hansgrohe: Pontos AquaCycle and
Pontos HeatCycle are based on the idea
of using water and heat twice. After all,
half of the water we use need not be of
drinkable quality. The Pontos AquaCycle
cleans shower or bath water in a biological

process before then preparing it so that it
can be used a second time. This “grey”
water can be used for flushing the toilet, for
cleaning, or for watering the garden. When
you choose to pair Pontos AquaCycle with
Pontos Heatcycle, you receive the added
benefit of heat being extracted from the

used water. This heat is then revised to
warm the water – an efficient way to save
energy. After all, climate care starts with
hand-washing and showering and reduced
energy consumption also means lower CO 2
emissions. And that’s good for all of us.

Pontos AquaCycle

Pontos HeatCycle

Grey water recycling
for dual use.

Heat recovered from the
shower and bath water.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/pontos
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Water
heating
Output
Austritt
mains water,
Trinkwasser,
pre-warmed
vorerwärmt

Intake cold
mains water

Pontos HeatCycle technology.

Swimming pools. Thanks to Pontos AquaCycle,
the water of the Yerres swimming pool in
France is used a second time for gardening
and cleaning the city.

Municipal sanitation. Hamburg’s municipal
sanitation services reuse the water from
showers and basins to clean the city.

Hotels. Prague’s Hotel Mosaic House is not
only fitted out with various Hansgrohe
products, but also runs the Pontos AquaCycle
and Pontos HeatCycle.
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At home all over the world.
All over the world, building clients
and investors work with architects and
planners to complete spectacular and
refined projects. There is always a demand
for smart, beautifully shaped solutions for

the use of the essential element, water. The
mixers, showers, and bathroom collections
from the Black Forest add a certain extra
touch of design and comfort to even
the best addresses: de luxe hotel and

public buildings, private homes and royal
palaces, exclusive sports clubs, cruise
ships and luxury yachts.

Alice Lane Towers, South Africa. Hansgrohe products: Metris S
Electronic basin mixer.

Hotel PlayaMar Tres Cantos, Mexico. Hansgrohe products: Metris S
2
basin mixer, Talis S shower mixer and Croma 100 Multi/Unica ’C set.

Hotel Bella Sky, Copenhagen. Hansgrohe products: Croma 160 overhead
shower and Croma Vario 100 hand shower. Photo: Claus Starup, Bella Center

Hotel Budersand, Sylt. Hansgrohe products: Raindance Rainfall and
Raindance S hand shower. Photo: jana-ebert.de
Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/references
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Scarlet Hotel, Cornwall. Hansgrohe products: Raindance overhead
shower, Talis S basin mixer and Pontos AquaCycle 9000.

Royal Spa, Austria. Hansgrohe products: Raindance overhead shower
and Croma 100 hand shower. Photo: Harald Eisenberger/Warimpex

Hotel Balcones Del Atlántico, Dominican Republic. Hansgrohe
products: Metris S basin mixer and Croma 100 shower set.

Hotel Chateau Bethlehem, Maastricht. Hansgrohe products: Metris S,
Talis S, Metropol S and PuraVida basin mixer, Raindance R ainmaker,
Ecostat S and Croma 100 Showerpipe.

Celebrity Equinox cruise liner. Hansgrohe products: Talis S basin
mixer. Photo: Meyer Werft
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To us, perfect water pleasure
also means perfectly formed.
To us, design is not a matter of taste;
it is an attitude – even a passion. Which
is why we continue to delight in receiving
international recognition for our design
achievements: With the Hansgrohe and
Axor brands, Hansgrohe SE is in sixth place

in the iF ranking 2012, which makes it the
no. 1 in the sanitary industry. Over 350
design awards make us one of the highest
recognised companies in the sanitary
market. Design is never an end in itself,
but is always the expression of equality

between form and function. In the search
for the most intelligent solutions, we create
showers and mixers of an exceptional
quality that will provide lasting pleasure.

Raindance ®
Hand shower

Raindance ® S 150
Hand shower

Raindance ® Royale 350 Raindance ®
®
Overhead shower
Rainmaker
Overhead shower

Metris ® S
Electronic basin mixer

Focus ® S
Single lever basin mixer

2005 2006 2006

2005 2005

2005 2006

2006

2006 2007

Croma ® 100
Showerpipe

Raindance ® S 150/
®
®
Raindance Unica S
Set

Ecostat ® E
Bath thermostat

Talis ® Classic
Single lever basin mixer

Crometta ® 85 Green
Hand shower

PuraVida ® 240
Single lever basin mixer

2008

2008 2009

2008 2009

2008

2008

2009 2009

Raindance ® 240
Showerpipe

Raindance ® E 420
Overhead shower

PuraVida ®
Electronic kitchen mixer

Raindance ® Select S 150 Raindance ®
®
Hand shower
Rainfall 180
Overhead shower

PuraVida
Electronic basin mixer

2010 2010

2010 2012

2011 2012

2011 2012 2012

2012

2003 2003

2004

2011

2006

2009

www.hansgrohe-int.com/design

2012

2007

2010

®

2011
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Raindance ® S 120
Hand shower

Talis ® E 2
Single lever basin mixer

®
Croma 100 Multi
Hand shower

Raindance ®
®
Rainfall 240
Overhead shower

Talis ® S 2
Single lever basin mixer

Raindance ®
Connect 240
Showerpipe

2007

2007 2008

2007 2008

2007

2007 2007

2007 2007 2008 2010

PuraVida ® 400
Overhead shower

PuraVida ® 150
Hand shower

PuraVida ® 110
Single lever basin mixer

RainBrain ®
Shower control

Focus ® E 2
Single lever basin mixer

Raindance ® E 420
Showerpipe

2009 2010

2009

2009 2009 2010

2009 2012

2010 2011

2010 2011

Focus ® 240
Single lever basin mixer

Focus ®
Electronic basin mixer

®
PuraVida 225
Single lever basin mixer

Metris
Product family

Talis ®
Product family

Focus
Product family

2012

2012 2012

2012 2012

2012 2012

2012

2012

2009 2010

2008 2009

®

2008

®
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Select your Shower Pleasure.
We don’t just want our ideas to
revolutionise the way we use water; we
also want to set new standards in ease
of use and control. There is one thing
Hansgrohe developments should be above
all else: they should be fun. This claim goes
with every single deliberation we make,
and every line drawn by our designers.

So our most recent milestone comes, not
with extensive user instructions, but as
an elegant little button that contains any
amount of listening, thinking, trying and
developing. Select offers you a new shower
experience, allowing you to change the
spray mode with a simple click. Whether
you switch between reviving Rain jets, soft

RainAir drops and a massaging Whirl
jet from your hand shower or between
the vigorous Rain shower and the gentle
RainAir spray from your overhead shower
– Select lets you enjoy water the way you
like it.

Select

Whirl

You will find the explanations of the functions on the
fold-out page at the end of the catalogue.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/select

Whirl
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A union of comfort and efficiency.
Our passion is to create water
pleasure – the way you like it best. This
is what we strive to achieve, down to the
smallest detail. For example, our mixers’
aerators and the spray jets are equipped
with flexible silicone nubs. This QuickClean
technology allows you to remove limescale

deposits simply by rubbing your finger
lightly over the nubs. Products that are
well-maintained and limescale-free not
only look better, they function at their best
and enjoy a longer life. Just as long-lasting
is the pleasure offered by AirPower: air is
drawn in through the entire spray disc of

QuickClean: Showerheads remain limescale-free and fully functioning
for longer simply by rubbing over the silicone nubs.

the AirPower shower and mixed together
with the inflowing water. The drops are
enriched with air, becoming larger, lighter
and softer – and water is used efficiently.
These are just two of our innovations, which
also reflect the high quality standards of
our products.

AirPower: exceptional showering pleasure and large drops thanks to
the addition of generous amounts of air.

You will also find all the various technologies explained in a fold-out summary on the inside back page of the catalogue,
so that you can always have the benefits of our innovations to hand as you look through it.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/technologies
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Meeting standards on every level:
ComfortZone.
The height of a washbasin mixer
spout determines the versatility of the uses
for the basin. Whether more freedom of
movement when washing your hands or

giving you options when you want to wash
your hair quickly. One thing is certain: the
higher the mixer, the greater the flexibility
in your daily use of water. We call this

space between the mixer and the ceramic
“ComfortZone“. For more comfort. For
more space. For every day.

Focus ® 240

Talis ® 150

Metris ® 260 and Metris ® 110

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone
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The perfect combination
of mixer and ceramic.
Individuality means finding the right
mixer height that suits your requirements
and fits perfectly in the bathroom.
However, it is the right ceramic choice
that makes the very most of your chosen
mixer. For instance, would you prefer

wall-hanging or floor mounted ceramics?
We tested our mixers thoroughly in the
Hansgrohe test center in combination
with various ceramics to make sure they
all function perfectly. This gives you the
security of knowing you can rely on our

recommendations to provide you with
splashfree pleasure.
www.hansgrohe -int.com/
comfortzone -test
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Experience individual style with
Avantgarde, Modern and Classic.
The bathroom has long since
progressed from being a purely functional
room into a comfortable living area. More
and more people are creating multifunctional “well-being rooms” where
design and home comforts are valued as

much as high-tech functionality. Our mixers
reflect this development in the balance
between perfect function and beautiful
design. Avantgarde, Modern and Classic
styles are authentic design routes that
forgo short-lived fashions in favour of

long-term styles. With this wide range of
fittings and features everyone can create
their own personal well-being room. This
sensuous symbiosis of discerning design
and individual style is what transforms a
standard room into a dream bathroom.

Try out the mixer that best suits your home: with the Hansgrohe@home app for iPhone, iPad and Android smartphone at
http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome
http://play.google.com/store/search?q=hansgrohe+se

Avantgarde.
PuraVida is particularly notable for its
pure, fresh appearance and elegant lines.
The DualFinish production process allows
the contrasts of white and chrome to merge

in elegant harmony. The sculptured look of
the mixer adds a very special touch to the
bathroom.

PuraVida ®

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/world-of-styles
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Modern.
This style speaks a clear, distinct language.
There is no room here for the superfluous,
for overstatement or exaggeration. The
understatement of the Metris, Talis and

Focus mixer lines provides maximum scope
for use. And thanks to their varying heights,
they meet all your requirements.
Metris

®

Talis ®

Focus

®

Classic.
Elegantly rounded shapes create a warm,
inviting atmosphere in the bathroom. The
modern interpretions of classic lines are
reminiscent of bygone times, and yet have
so much more to offer: from ergonomic

design and a choice of heights, to
sustainable technologies which prove that
good looks and intelligence need not be
mutually exclusive.

Metris ® Classic

®
Talis Classic

The courage to define a new shape:

Avantgarde.
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Pure. Clear. Sensuous.
The Avantgarde style embodies
purist design and pure culture. A sensuous
minimalism that emphasises clarity of form
and exclusivity of materials, delivering a
harmonious, balanced feeling of space.
The PuraVida line has won numerous

international awards and is a particularly
aesthetic embodiment of the Avantgarde
philosophy. The DualFinish process allows
the surfaces of the basin mixer to blend
seamlessly and makes bright chrome and
pure white shine.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/avantgarde
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Basin

PuraVida 240
Single lever basin mixer
90 cm hose
# 15072, - 000, - 400
60 cm hose
# 15066, - 000, - 400

®

PuraVida ® 200
Single lever basin mixer
# 15081, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ® 110
Single lever basin mixer
with Push- Open
# 15070, - 000, - 400
with waste set
# 15074, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ® 100
Pillar tap
for small basins
# 15132, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Electronic basin mixer
with temperature control
batter y operated
# 15170, - 000, - 400
with 230 V mains connection
# 15172, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
batter y operated
# 15171, - 000, - 400
with 230 V mains connection
# 15173, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ® 100
3 -hole basin mixer
# 15073, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
225 mm # 15085, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
165 mm # 15084, - 000, - 400

Bidet

®

PuraVida
Single lever bidet mixer
# 15270, - 000, - 400

All products are shown in White/Chrome (-400).

PuraVida ® 100
Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
# 15075, - 000, - 400
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Kitchen

PuraVida ®
2-hole Electronic kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 120°
(Shown in Stainless Steel Optic)
# 15805, - 000, - 800

PuraVida ®
2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 120°
(Shown in Stainless Steel Optic)
# 15812, - 000, - 800

Accessories

PuraVida ®
Liquid soap dispenser
Ceramic
# 41503, - 000

®

PuraVida
Soap dish
Ceramic
# 41502, - 000

®

PuraVida
WC brush holder
Ceramic
# 41505, - 000

®

PuraVida
Bath towel rail
600 mm
# 41506, - 000

PuraVida
Toothbrush tumbler
Ceramic
# 41504, - 000

®

PuraVida
Roll holder
# 41508, - 000

®

PuraVida
Grab rail
300 mm
# 41513, - 000

PuraVida
Towel hook
# 41501, - 000

PuraVida
Towel holder
Twin-handle
# 41512, - 000
Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/puravida

®

®

®
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Strong character, right down the line.
The pure, clear and sensuous
character of the PuraVida line is evident

and consistent in all bath and accessory
products.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/puravida
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Bath

PuraVida ®
3 -hole bath mixer for
installation on the tub rim
# 15448, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Single lever bath mixer
for upright installation
with PuraVida 120 1jet
baton hand shower
# 15473, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
3 -hole single lever mixer for
installation on the tub rim
# 15432, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
4 -hole bath mixer for installation on
the tub rim
# 15446, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 15472, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ®
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 15445, - 000, - 400
with Safet y combination
# 15447, - 000, - 400

Shower

PuraVida ® 150 3jet
Hand shower
# 28557, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28567, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

®

PuraVida
Bath spout
Exposed
# 15412, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ® 120 1jet
Baton hand shower
# 28558, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28568, - 000, - 400 (not shown)
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Showering pleasure of stature.
PuraVida is the loveliest proof
that Hansgrohe’s shower pleasure is an
inherent part of an understated, discreet
design language. The stylistic consistency

of the precisely matched showers, mixers
and controls creates space for aesthetics
at the highest level.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/puravida
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Shower and Shower control

PuraVida ®
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 15672, - 000, - 400

®

RainBrain
Shower control
with flow rate control
# 15842, - 000, - 400

®

®

PuraVida
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 15665, - 000, - 400

PuraVida
Shower thermostat
Concealed
with shut- off and diverter valve
# 15771, - 000, - 400
with shut- off valve
# 15775, - 000, - 400

®

PuraVida ®
Shower thermostat
Concealed
# 15770, - 000, - 400
Highflow thermostat
concealed
# 15772, - 000, - 400

iControl ®
Shut- off and diverter valve
Concealed
# 15777, - 000, - 400

PuraVida 400
Overhead shower
with shower arm 387 mm
# 27437, - 000, - 400
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27390, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

PuraVida ® 150 3jet
Hand shower
# 28557, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28567, - 000, - 400
(not shown)

PuraVida ® 120 1jet
Baton hand shower
# 28558, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28568, - 000, - 400
(not shown)

PuraVida 100
Body shower
# 28430, - 000, - 400

®
PuraVida 120 1jet
TravelShower
# 28564, - 400

®
®
PuraVida /Unica Set
with PuraVida 150 3jet hand shower
90 cm # 27853, - 000, - 400
PuraVida Unica wall bar
90 cm # 27844, - 000 (not shown)

Porter ’S
Shower support
# 28331, - 000

Fixfit ®
Wall outlet
with non-return valve
# 27414, - 000

More information about the shower control can be found on page 116.

®

The art of omission:

Modern.
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Reduced. Stylish. Functional.
Modern embodies the idea of
freeing oneself from everything superfluous,
everything pompous and focusing on the
essential. A clear design language that
leaves no questions unanswered. Clear

lines with sensible benefits. Every element
is questioned. The end result is a reduced,
well thought through entity. As well as your
personal taste, the combination of ceramic
and mixer should also be considered, since

Use the configurator to find the perfect combination of mixer tap and washbasin:
www.hansgrohe-int.com/configurator

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/modern

it is the matching ceramic that gives the
mixer the best possible visual effect and
functional performance.
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Find the perfect combination
of mixer and ceramic.
Here you will find an overview of the
ComfortZone heights for the Modern style
world mixers – Metris, Talis and Focus.
The full benefits are realised when mixers
are combined with the appropriate basin.

See for yourself just how well the individual
mixers blend with various environments.
We have put together a few examples to
show you how a Hansgrohe mixer can
work at any height.

www.hansgrohe -int.com/
configurator

Metris ®

Metris ® 260

Metris ® 230

Single lever basin mixer
# 31082, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
# 31087, - 000

Talis ®

A twist of the hand delivers an increased
ComfortZone: this new swivel spout is
tremendously useful in many everyday
situations.

Focus ®

Talis ® 250

Products with a rotatable spout
are denoted with this symbol.

Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 60°
with rotatable spout
# 32055, - 000

Focus ® 240

Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
# 31609, - 000
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Metris ® 200

Metris ® 110

Metris ® 100

Single lever basin mixer
# 31183, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
# 31080, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
# 31088, - 000

®
Talis 150

Talis ® 80

Talis ® 80

Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout
# 32052, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout
# 32053, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
# 32040, - 000

®
Focus 190

Focus ® 100

Focus ® 70

Single lever basin mixer
# 31608, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
# 31607, - 000

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
# 31730, - 000
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Metris ®

Metris ® 260
Single lever basin mixer
with waste set # 31082, - 000
without rod # 31184, - 000

Metris ® 230
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
with waste set # 31087, - 000
with Push- Open # 31187, - 000
without rod # 31081, - 000

Metris ® 200
Single lever basin mixer
with waste set # 31183, - 000
without rod # 31185, - 000

Metris ® 110
Single lever basin mixer
with waste set # 31080, - 000
without rod # 31084, - 000
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31074, - 000
CoolStart
# 31121, - 000 (not shown)

Metris ® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 31088, - 000

Metris ® 100
3 -hole basin mixer
# 31083, - 000

Metris ®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
225 mm # 31086, - 000

Metris ®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
165 mm # 31085, - 000

Metris ®
Single lever bidet mixer
# 31280, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/metris
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Metris ® S

Metris ® S
Single lever basin mixer
# 31022, - 000
without waste set
# 31023, - 000

Metris ® S
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
with Push- Open # 31161, - 000
with waste set # 31159, - 000

Metris ® S
Single lever basin mixer
# 31060, - 000
without waste set
# 31068, - 000

Metris ® S
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
165 mm # 31162, - 000 (not shown)
225 mm # 31163, - 000

Metris ® S
Electronic basin mixer
with temperature control
batter y operated # 31100, - 000
with 230 V mains connection
# 31102, - 000

Metris ® S
Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
batter y operated # 31101, - 000
with 230 V mains connection
# 31103, - 000
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Talis ®

Talis ® 250
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 60°
with rotatable spout
# 32055, - 000

Talis ® 210
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
with Push- Open # 32082, - 000
with waste set # 32084, - 000
with fixed spout # 32080, - 000

Talis ® 150
Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout
# 32052, - 000

Talis ® 80
Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout
# 32053, - 000

Talis ® 80
Single lever basin mixer
# 32040, - 000
CoolStart
# 32057, - 000 (not shown)

Talis ® 80
Pillar tap
for small basins
# 32130, - 000
# 13132, - 000

Talis ® 230
3 -hole basin mixer
# 32310, - 000

Talis ®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
225 mm # 31611, - 000

Talis ®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
165 mm # 31618, - 000

Talis ®
Single lever bidet mixer
# 32240, - 000

Talis ® Care
Single lever basin mixer
# 32035, - 000

Talis ® Care
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
# 32037, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/talis
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Talis ®
Electronic basin mixer
with temperature control
batter y operated # 32110, - 000
with 230 V mains connection
# 32112, - 000

Talis ®
Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
batter y operated # 32111, - 000
with 230 V mains connection
# 32113, - 000

Talis ®
Twin-handle basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
# 32030, - 000

Talis ® S 2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull- out spray
Swivel spout 150°
# 14877, - 000, - 800

Talis ® S 2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull- out spout
Swivel spout 150°
# 14872, - 000, - 800

Talis ® S 2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 14870, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 14873, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 14875, - 000 (not shown)

Talis ® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull- out spray,
2 spray modes
Swivel spout 150°
# 32841, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 32842, - 000

Talis ® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 150°
# 32851, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 32852, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 32855, - 000 (not shown)

Talis ® S

Talis ® S
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 360°
# 32070, - 000
Swivel spout 120°
# 32073, - 000

Kitchen
Talis ®

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/kitchen
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Focus ®

Focus ® 240
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
# 31609, - 000
without waste set
# 31519, - 000

Focus ® 190
Single lever basin mixer
# 31608, - 000
without waste set
# 31518, - 000

Focus ® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 31607, - 000
without waste set
# 31517, - 000
CoolStart
# 31621, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ® 70
Single lever basin mixer
with waste set # 31730, - 000
without waste set # 31733, - 000
with Push- Open # 31604, - 000

Focus ®
Electronic basin mixer
with temperature control
batter y operated # 31171, - 000
with 230 V mains connection # 31173, - 000

Focus ®
Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
batter y operated # 31172, - 000
with 230 V mains connection # 31174, - 000

Focus ®
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 31820, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31822, - 000, - 800
with shut- off valve
# 31823, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ®
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 360°
# 31806, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31804, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 31803, - 000 (not shown)

Bidet and kitchen
Focus ®

Focus ®
Single lever bidet mixer
with waste set # 31920, - 000
with Push- Open # 31922, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/focus
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Accessories
Logis ®

Liquid soap dispenser
Glass
# 40514, - 000

Toothbrush tumbler
Glass
# 40518, - 000

Soap dish
Glass
# 40515, - 000

Towel hook
# 40511, - 000

Roll holder
# 40523, - 000

Roll holder
without cover
# 40526, - 000

Spare roll holder
# 40517, - 000

WC brush holder
Glass
# 40522, - 000

Towel holder
Twin-handle
# 40512, - 000

Grab rail
300 mm
# 40513, - 000

Bath towel rail
600 mm
# 40516, - 000

Comtess de Luxe
Shaving and cosmetic
mirror with light and plug
# 73520, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/accessories
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Beautifully shaped, to the tiniest detail.
The more minimal the environment,
the more important the detail. Where clarity
rules and the art of omission is perfected,
every line has to be absolutely right. Bath

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/metris

mixers in the Modern style world set new
standards in this discipline. Function meets
unmistakable design.
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Bath
Metris ®

Metris
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 31480, - 000

®

Metris ®
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 31493, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31487, - 000

Metris ®
3 -hole single lever mixer
for installation on the tub rim
# 31190, - 000

Metris ®
4 -hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
# 31442, - 000

Metris ®
Bath spout
Exposed
# 31494, - 000

Ecostat ® Select
Bath thermostat
Exposed
# 13141, - 000, - 400

Metris ® S
Bath spout
Exposed
# 14420, - 000

Metris ® S
4 -hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
170 mm # 31446, - 000
210 mm # 31447, - 000
(not shown)

Metris ® S

®
Metris S
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 31460, - 000

Metris ® S
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 31465, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31466, - 000
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Talis ®

®

Talis
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 32440, - 000

Talis ®
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 32475, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 32477, - 000

Ecostat ® Comfort
Bath thermostat
Exposed
# 13114, - 000

Talis ®
Bath spout
Exposed
# 13414, - 000

Focus ®
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 31945, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31946, - 000

Ecostat ® Comfort
Bath thermostat
Exposed
# 13114, - 000

Focus ®
Bath spout
Exposed
# 13414, - 000

Talis ®
4 -hole bath mixer for installation on the
tub rim
# 32314, - 000

Focus ®

®

Focus
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 31940, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/talis and www.hansgrohe-int.com/focus
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Clear lines frame clear water.
A linear design language. Without
fuss it demonstrates that nothing
unnecessary has been added. A clarity
reflected in every product in the Modern

style. And that has one decisive advantage:
every combination of the various shower
elements is harmonious and appealing in
its own way.
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Metris ®

®

Metris
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 31680, - 000

®

Metris
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 31685, - 000

®

Ecostat E
Shower thermostat
Concealed
with shut- off and diverter valve
# 31573, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 31572, - 000

Ecostat ® E
Shower thermostat
Concealed
# 31570, - 000
Highflow thermostat concealed
# 31571, - 000

Metris ® S

®
Metris S
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 31660, - 000

®

Metris S
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 31665, - 000

Raindance ® Select

®
Raindance Select S 150 3jet
Hand shower
# 28587, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28588, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® Select S 150/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27803, - 000, - 400
65 cm # 27802, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® Select E 120 3jet
Hand shower
# 26520, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 26521, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® Select E 120/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 26621, - 000, - 400
65 cm # 26620, - 000, - 400 (not shown)
EcoSmart 90 cm # 26623, - 000, - 400 (not shown)
EcoSmart 65 cm # 26622, - 000, - 400 (not shown)
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More room for individual comfort.
Temperature and water volume can
be set individually with the Ecostat Select
thermostat. There’s plenty of room on the
generous shelf for showering accessories

and almost incidentally, the bathroom is
given an exclusive look. That’s because
the appearance is at least as unique as the
clever design.

More safety.
The temperature lock protects against
scalding. The elegant body is well
insulated and the rounded edges minimise
any bumps.

More surface.
There is plenty of room on the safety glass
shelf for bottles.

More savings.
The integrated EcoSmart technology limits
the water flow to ten litres per minute.

More control.
Constant water volume and temperature
control with intuitive operation.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/ecostat_select
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Shower
Ecostat ®

®
Ecostat Select
Shower thermostat
Exposed
# 13161, - 000, - 400

Ecostat ® Comfort
Shower thermostat
Exposed
# 13116, - 000

Talis ®

®

Talis
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 32640, - 000

®

Talis
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 32675, - 000

Focus ®

®

Focus
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 31960, - 000

®

Focus
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 31965, - 000

Ecostat ®
Shower thermostat
Concealed
with shut- off valve
# 15701, - 000
with shut- off and diverter valve
# 15721, - 000

The epitome of elegance:

Classic.
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Timeless. Lively. Harmonious.
The Classic style is the interpretation
of the classic understanding of beauty into
the here and now. This style combines
timeless values of elegance, warmth

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/classic

and harmony with modern elements. The
balanced shapes of Metris Classic
and Talis Classic emphasise a lasting
awareness of design.
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Metris ® Classic

Metris ® Classic 250
Single lever basin mixer
# 31078, - 000

Metris ® Classic 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 31075, - 000
without waste set
# 31077, - 000

Metris ® Classic 100
3 -hole basin mixer
# 31073, - 000

Metris ® Classic
Single lever bidet mixer
# 31275, - 000

Metris ® Classic
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
225 mm # 31003, - 000

Talis ® Classic

Talis ® Classic 230
Single lever basin mixer
# 14116, - 000

Talis ® Classic 80
Single lever basin mixer
# 14111, - 000
without waste set
# 14118, - 000
for vented hot water cylinders
# 14115, - 000

Talis ® Classic 80
3 -hole basin mixer
# 14113, - 000

Talis ® Classic
Single lever bidet mixer
# 14120, - 000

Talis ® Classic Natural 90
Single lever basin mixer
# 14127, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/metris_classic and www.hansgrohe-int.com/talis_classic

Metris ® Classic
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
165 mm # 31000, - 000
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Accessories
Logis ® Classic

Liquid soap dispenser
Ceramic
# 41614, - 000

Toothbrush tumbler
Ceramic
# 41618, - 000

Soap dish
Ceramic
# 41615, - 000

Towel hook
# 41611, - 000

Roll holder
# 41623, - 000

Roll holder
without cover
# 41626, - 000

Spare roll holder
# 41617, - 000

WC brush holder
Ceramic
# 41632, - 000

Towel holder
Twin-handle
# 41612, - 000

Grab rail
300 mm
# 41613, - 000

Bath towel rail
600 mm
# 41616, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/accessories
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Comfort that fills the room.
This style fulfils the requirement
for consistency and complements it with
a tasteful understanding of trends. The
balanced design is also evident in the

features of the bath, the soft lines converge
gently, completing the image of the
charmingly furnished bathroom.

Bath
Metris ® Classic

Metris ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 31478, - 000

Metris ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 31485, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31486, - 000

®
Metris Classic
Bath spout
Exposed
# 13413, - 000

Talis ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 14145, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 14146, - 000

Talis Classic
Bath spout
Exposed
# 14148, - 000

Talis ® Classic

Talis ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 14140, - 000

Shower

Raindance ® Classic 100 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28548, - 000

Raindance ® Classic 100 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’Classic Set
90 cm # 27841, - 000
65 cm # 27843, - 000 (not shown)

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/metris_classic and www.hansgrohe-int.com/talis_classic

®
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Classically beautiful.
Stylistic taste and comfort need not
be mutually exclusive. Quite the opposite,
in fact: Classic proves that soft lines,
playful little touches and links to classic

showers of the last century can be given
a harmonious yet modern interpretation.
Here it is the classic that is developed with
an eye to the future, not the nostalgic.

Shower
Metris ® Classic

Metris ® Classic
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 31672, - 000

®

Metris Classic
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 31676, - 000

®
Raindance Classic 100 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’Classic Set
90 cm # 27841, - 000
65 cm # 27843, - 000 (not shown)

Talis ® Classic

Talis ® Classic
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 14161, - 000

®

Talis Classic
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 14165, - 000

®
Croma 100 Classic Multi Set
90 cm # 27768, - 000
65 cm # 27769, - 000 (not shown)

Shower control

Ecostat ® Classic
Shower thermostat
Concealed
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15753, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/classic

®

Ecostat Classic
Shower thermostat
Concealed
Highflow
# 15754, - 000

®
Ecostat Comfort
Shower thermostat
Exposed
# 13116, - 000

The perfection of a feeling:

Shower pleasure.
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Inspiration for the senses.
At Hansgrohe we never stop
working on the perfect encounter between
water and skin. The latest milestone on this
quest is called Select and comes in the
form of an elegant button. It allows you to
switch between the different spray modes
of the Raindance Select hand showers and

the Raindance Select overhead shower –
a simple click for greater shower pleasure.
The Select technology revolutionises your
shower experience. Whether you prefer to
be pampered by light, soft RainAir drops
or to start the day with a reviving Rain
shower, whether you are renovating your

existing bathroom or planning a new one:
showering with Select means enjoying
water at its best. Shower operation has
never been this comfortable. Pure pleasure,
at the touch of a button.
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A symphony of water and air.
Water can be just the way you
want it to be. Always different, but always
right. For some, a perfect shower is a
powerful massage jet, for others it is a

gentle rain shower. To offer you the shower
experience that is right for you, we have
developed technologies like AirPower: air
is drawn in through the entire spray disc of

the AirPower shower and then mixed with
the outflowing water. Not only is water
used very efficiently, above all it results in
sensationally full and soft shower drops.
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As individual as the day:
Our range of showers and sprays.
We offer a wide range of showers
and sprays so everyone can realise their
own ideas of their perfect shower. They
range from a simple shower set to an
ensemble consisting of thermostat, hand
and overhead showers. Up to nine spray

types provide the perfect showering
experience. The installation options are
equally flexible. New-builders can opt for
a sleek concealed installation. Those who
want to add a new shower to an existing
bathroom will probably find what they

need in a simple surface-mounted option.
Whatever the requirement, whether for
a new or an existing bathroom, these
solutions contain the right choice for
everyone.

Showerpipe
Easy exposed fitting – complete
renovation with minimum effort.
Perfect for upgrading.

Showerpanel ®
Combines overhead, hand, and side
showers in a single system. The focal
point in the bathroom in the exposedmounted version.

Overhead and hand shower
For refreshing or relaxing – because
every day deserves a different shower.
Concealed installation, integrated in
the wall.

Shower family
Showering couldn’t be more varied than
with this concealed solution. From the
waterfall to all-round pleasure, customise
you experience.

Hand shower and shower set
The basic solution – offers the same full
shower pleasure and is easy to mount
on the wall with the exposed mounted
version.

Rain.
Perfect for rinsing shampoo out
of your hair.

RainAir.
This gentle shower rain with airenriched drops will help to wash
daily life from you, drop by drop.

RainAir XL.
The very large shower disc envelops
your whole body with soft drops.

RainFlow.
A powerful surge spray that makes
you feel as if you were standing on
your own in a lagoon. Every day.

Whirl.
A concentrated spray for massaging
specific parts of the body.

Mix.
The harmonious combination of
gentle shower drops and dynamic
spray.

CaresseAir.
Reinvigorate after a challenging
day: The dynamic, revitalising
massage spray.

Massage.
Strong, pulsing massage spray.

Mono.
A bundled jet for targeted,
refereshing shower pleasure.
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Perfect ensemble of overhead,
hand shower and thermostat.
Thanks to Select technology the
new Raindance Select Showerpipes allow
quick and easy switching between the
spray modes of the overhead and hand
showers. Whether you prefer invigorating
jets, a powerful massage or a gentle rain:
your favourite water experience is always
just an easy click away. The different

versions of the Hansgrohe Showerpipes let
you experience the union of sophisticated
technology, perfect form and components
that are made for each other. Installation
is achieved in just a few simple steps.
Showerpipes can also be installed onto
existing wall outlets and don’t require an
elaborate concealed installation.

Overhead shower.
Water envelops the whole body from
above – for wonderful water pleasure. For
a refreshing shower to wake you up, or a
relaxing one in the evening.

Hand shower.
The Raindance Select hand shower offers
additional convenience with its Select
button. With a simple click, you can switch
between the Rain, Whirl and RainAir spray
modes.

Thermostat.
All our thermostats offer the easy-to-use
control and elegant looks. The temperature
and water quantity can be set individually.
The Ecostat Select offers additional
freedom – the level surface is a perfect
shelf for shower essentials.
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Bath

Raindance ® Select 360
Showerpipe for the bath
with Raindance E 360 1jet
overhead shower (17 l/min),
Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower
(15 l/min) and Ecostat Select
bath spout (20 l/min),
shower arm 380 mm
# 27113, - 000, - 400

Flow rates are based on a water pressure of 0.3 MPa. Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/raindance

Raindance ® Select 240
Showerpipe for the bath
with swivelling overhead shower
Raindance S 240 1jet (17 l/min),
Raindance Select S 150 3jet hand shower
(15 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort
bath spout (20 l/min),
shower arm 450 mm
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced
# 27142, - 000
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Croma ® 220
Showerpipe for the bath
with swivelling overhead shower Croma 220 1jet
(16 l/min), Croma 100 Vario hand shower
(15 l/min), Ecostat Comfort bath spout
(20 l/min), shower arm 400 mm
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced
# 27223,- 000

Croma ® 100
Showerpipe for the bath
with Croma 160 1jet overhead shower
(16 l/min), Croma 100 Vario hand shower
(15 l/min) and Ecostat S bath spout
(20 l/min), shower arm 270 mm
# 27143, - 000
EcoSmart # 27144, - 000 (not shown)
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced
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Shower

Raindance ® E 420
Showerpipe for the shower
with Raindance E 420 2jet overhead shower
(RainAir: 17 l/min, RainFlow: 22 l/min),
baton hand shower 1jet (16 l/min) and
thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
# 27149, - 000

Flow rates are based on a water pressure of 0.3 MPa. Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/raindance

Raindance ® Select 360
Showerpipe for the shower
with Raindance E 360 1jet overhead shower
(17 l/min), Raindance Select E 120 3jet
hand shower (15 l/min) and Ecostat Select
thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27112, - 000, - 400
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Raindance ® Select E 300
Showerpipe for the shower
with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead
shower (17 l/min), Raindance Select E 120 3jet
hand shower (15 l/min) and Ecostat Select
thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27128, - 000, - 400

Raindance ® Select 300
Showerpipe for the shower
with swivelling overhead shower Raindance
S 300 1jet (17 l/min), Raindance Select S 150 3jet
hand shower (15 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort
thermostat, shower arm 450 mm
# 27114, - 000
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced
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Shower

Raindance ® Select 240
Showerpipe for the shower
with swivelling overhead shower
Raindance S 240 1jet (17 l/min),
Raindance Select S 150 3jet hand shower
(15 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort thermostat,
shower arm 450 mm
# 27115, - 000
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced

Raindance ® 240
Showerpipe for the shower
with swivelling overhead shower
Raindance S 240 1jet (17 l/min),
Raindance S 100 Air 3jet hand shower
(13 l/min) and concealed thermostat,
shower arm 460 mm
# 27145, - 000
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced

iBox

Flow rates are based on a water pressure of 0.3 MPa. Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/raindance
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Croma ® 220
Showerpipe
with swivelling overhead shower Croma 220,
Croma 100 Vario hand shower and Ecostat
Comfort thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
# 27185, - 000
EcoSmart # 27188, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 160
Showerpipe
with Croma 160 overhead shower
(16 l/min), Croma 100 Vario hand shower
(15 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort thermostat,
shower arm 220 mm
# 27135, - 000
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Shower

Universal

Croma ® 100
Showerpipe for the shower
with Croma 160 1jet overhead shower (16 l/min),
Croma 100 Vario hand shower (15 l/min)
and Ecostat S thermostat, shower arm 270 mm
# 27169, - 000
EcoSmart
# 27159, - 000 (not shown)
Single lever mixer version
# 27154, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart
# 27155, - 000 (not shown)
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced

Flow rates are based on a water pressure of 0.3 MPa. Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/raindance

Raindance ® Connect 240
Showerpipe
with Raindance S 240 1jet overhead shower
(14 l/min), baton hand shower, 2 spray modes
(17 l/min), shower arm 460 mm
# 27164, - 000
Shower arm 350 mm
# 27421, - 000 (not shown)
Corner mounting set
# 27158, - 000 (not shown)
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced
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Croma ® 220
Showerpipe Reno
with swivelling overhead shower Croma 220 1jet
(16 l/min), Croma 100 Vario hand shower
(15 l/min), without mixer, shower arm 400 mm
# 27224, - 000
Corner mounting set
# 27158, - 000 (not shown)
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced

Croma ® 100
Showerpipe Reno
with Croma 160 1jet overhead shower
(16 l/min), Croma 100 Vario hand shower
(15 l/min), without mixer, shower arm 270 mm
# 27139, - 000
Corner mounting set
# 27158, - 000 (not shown)
Height of the riser pipe can be reduced
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®

Showerpanel – for variety
when showering.
Showerpanel brings all-round water fun.
It couldn’t be easier to install: simply use
your existing connections for the upgrade

Raindance ® Lift Showerpanel ®
with Raindance Rainfall 180 Air 2jet
overhead shower, PuraVida 120 baton
hand shower 1jet and thermostat
Height adjustable, 200 mm
# 27008, - 000 - 400

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/raindance-lift

200 mm

200 mm

Overhead, hand and side showers;
various jet types and refreshing full-body
massages from the side jets: a Hansgrohe

– no need to conceal in the wall. And
you’ll soon have XXL shower pleasure in
your bathroom.

Lift 2 Showerpanel ®
with Raindance S 180 Air 1jet overhead
shower, A xor Uno 3jet hand shower,
6 body showers and thermostat
Height adjustable, 200 mm
# 26871, - 000
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Skyline Showerpanel ®
with Raindance 150 Air 1jet overhead
shower, Raindance 100 Air 3jet shoulder
shower, baton hand shower,
5 side showers and thermostat
Showers and foot support
can be closed up
# 26017, - 000

Raindance ® S Showerpanel ®
with Raindance S 150 Air 3jet hand shower,
6 body showers and thermostat, exposed
# 27005, - 000
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Comfort thanks to individualisation:
shower sets.
Raindance Select hand showers
appeal for their looks as well as their
functions. The spray type changes from
RainAir, via Mix, to CaresseAir at the

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/showers

touch of a button. And, especially in
combination with the Ecostat Select
thermostat, they make a fabulous focal
point in the bathroom. The thermostat not

only looks good, but is highly functional:
the increased shelf accommodates all your
shower essentials.
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Shower combinations

Raindance ® Select S 150/
®
Ecostat Select Combi
Shower set with thermostat
90 cm # 27037, - 000, - 400
65 cm # 27036, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Multi/
®
Ecostat 1001 SL Combi
Shower set with thermostat
90 cm # 27085, - 000
65 cm # 27086, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Vario/
Ecostat Comfort Combi
Shower set with thermostat
90 cm # 27035, - 000
65 cm # 27034, - 000 (not shown)
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Shower sets
PuraVida ®

Raindance ®

PuraVida ® /Unica ® Set
90 cm # 27853, - 000, - 400

Raindance ® Select S 150/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27803, - 000, - 400
65 cm # 27802, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® Select E 120/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 26621, - 000, - 400
65 cm # 26620, - 000, - 400 (not shown)
EcoSmart 90 cm # 26623, - 000, - 400 (not shown)
EcoSmart 65 cm # 26622, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® Allrounder Set
with Raindance E 150 Air 3jet
# 28110, - 000
Adapter for concealed installation
# 28108, - 000 (not shown)
Adapter for corner fitting
# 28105, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® E 150 Air 3jet/
®
®
Raindance Unica Set
90 cm # 27874, - 000
150 cm # 27888, - 000 (not shown)
®
Raindance E 150 Air 3jet EcoSmart/
®
®
Raindance Unica Set
90 cm # 27657, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® E 150 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’D Set
90 cm # 27894, - 000
65 cm # 27897, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® E 100 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’D Set
90 cm # 27881, - 000
65 cm # 27883, - 000 (not shown)
®
Raindance E 120 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’D Set
90 cm # 27885, - 000 (not shown)
65 cm # 27887, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® Rainbow ® Set
with Raindance S 150 Air 3jet
90 cm # 27876, - 000

Raindance ® S 150 Air 3jet/
®
®
Raindance Unica ’S Set
90 cm # 27893, - 000
150 cm # 27638, - 000 (not shown)
®
Raindance S 150 Air 3jet EcoSmart/
®
®
Raindance Unica ’S Set
90 cm # 27658, - 000 (not shown)
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Shower sets

Raindance ® S 120 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27884, - 000
65 cm # 27886, - 000 (not shown)
®
Raindance S 100 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27880, - 000 (not shown)
65 cm # 27882, - 000 (not shown)

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/showers

Raindance ® S 150 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27895, - 000
65 cm # 27898, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® Classic 100 Air 3jet/
®
Unica ’Classic Set
90 cm # 27841, - 000
65 cm # 27843, - 000 (not shown)
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Shower sets
Croma ® 100

Croma ® 100 Multi/Unica ® ’C Set
90 cm # 27774, - 000
65 cm # 27775, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart 90 cm # 27655, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart 65 cm # 27777, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Vario/Unica ® ’C Set
90 cm # 27771, - 000
65 cm # 27772, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart 90 cm # 27653, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart 65 cm # 27776, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Classic Multi/
®
Unica ’Classic Set
90 cm # 27768, - 000
65 cm # 27769, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Multi/Unica ® ’Reno Lift Set
105 cm # 27791, - 000
®
®
Croma 100 Vario/Unica ’Reno Lift Set
105 cm # 27811, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 1jet/Unica ® ’C Set
90 cm # 27724, - 000
65 cm # 27717, - 000 (not shown)

Crometta ® 85

Crometta ® 85 Multi/
®
®
Unica ’Crometta Set
90 cm # 27766, - 000
65 cm # 27767, - 000 (not shown)
®
Crometta 85 Green 1jet/
®
®
Unica ’Crometta Set (6 l/min)
90 cm # 27651, - 000 (not shown)
65 cm # 27652, - 000 (not shown)

Crometta ® 85 Vario/
®
®
Unica ’Crometta Set
90 cm # 27762, - 000
65 cm # 27763, - 000 (not shown)

Crometta ® 85 1jet/
®
®
Unica ’Crometta Set
90 cm # 27729, - 000
65 cm # 27728, - 000 (not shown)
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Hand showers
PuraVida ®

PuraVida ® 150 3jet
Hand shower
# 28557, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28567, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ® 120 1jet
Baton hand shower
# 28558, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28568, - 000, - 400

PuraVida ® 120 1jet
TravelShower
# 28564, - 400

Raindance ® Select S 150 3jet
Hand shower
# 28587, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 28588, - 000, - 400

Raindance ® Select E 120 3jet
Hand shower
# 26520, - 000, - 400
EcoSmart # 26521, - 000, - 400

Raindance ® E 150 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28518, - 000
EcoSmart # 28551, - 000

Raindance ® E 120 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28507, - 000
EcoSmart # 28549, - 000

Raindance ® E 100 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28502, - 000
EcoSmart # 28553, - 000
®
Raindance E 100 Air 1jet
Hand shower
# 28508, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® S 150 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28519, - 000
EcoSmart # 28550, - 000
®
Raindance S 150 Air 1jet
Hand shower
# 28505, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® S 120 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28514, - 000
EcoSmart # 28554, - 000

Raindance ® S 100 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28504, - 000
EcoSmart # 28552, - 000
®
Raindance S 100 Air 1jet
Hand shower
# 28509, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® Classic 100 Air 3jet
Hand shower
# 28548, - 000

Raindance ®
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Hand showers
Croma ® 100

Croma ® 100 Multi
Hand shower
# 28536, - 000
EcoSmart # 28538, - 000

Croma ® 100 Vario
Hand shower
# 28535, - 000
EcoSmart # 28537, - 000

Croma ® 100 1jet
Hand shower
# 28580, - 000
EcoSmart # 28583, - 000

Crometta ® 85 Vario
Hand shower
# 28562, - 000
EcoSmart # 28607, - 000

Crometta ® 85 1jet
Hand shower
# 28585, - 000
EcoSmart # 28606, - 000

Croma ® 100 Classic Multi
Hand shower
# 28539, - 000

Crometta ® 85

Crometta ® 85 Multi
Hand shower
# 28563, - 000
EcoSmart # 28608, - 000

Crometta ® 85 Green
Hand shower
# 28561, - 000

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/showers
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Porter Sets
Raindance ®

Raindance ® E 100 Air 1jet/
Porter ’D Set
1.25 m # 27572, - 000
1.60 m # 27573, - 000

Raindance ® S 100 Air 1jet/
Porter ’S Set
1.25 m # 27580, - 000
1.60 m # 27581, - 000

Croma ® 100

Croma ® 100 Multi/
Porter ’S Set
1.25 m # 27593, - 000
1.60 m # 27595, - 000

Croma ® 100 Vario/
Porter ’S Set
1.25 m # 27592, - 000
1.60 m # 27594, - 000

Croma ® 100 1jet/
Porter ’S Set
1.25 m # 27574, - 000
1.60 m # 27575, - 000

Crometta ® 85 Vario/
Porter ’C Set
1.25 m # 27558, - 000
1.60 m # 27559, - 000

Crometta ® 85 1jet/
Porter ’C Set
1.25 m # 27576, - 000
1.60 m # 27577, - 000

Crometta ® 85

Crometta ® 85 Multi/
Porter ’C Set
1.25 m # 27568, - 000
1.60 m # 27569, - 000

Hand showers for children

Raindance ® S 100 Air 3jet
Handshower with Froggy attachment
EcoSmart # 28545, - 000

Joco ®
Hand shower
# 28560, - 000
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Bath exposed
Thermostat

Ecostat ® Select
Bath thermostat
# 13141, - 000, - 400

Ecostat ® Comfort
Bath thermostat
# 13114, - 000

Ecostat ® 1001 SL
Bath thermostat
# 13241, - 000

Talis ®
Single lever bath mixer
# 32440, - 000

Focus ®
Single lever bath mixer
# 31940, - 000

Single lever mixer

Metris ®
Single lever bath mixer
# 31480, - 000

®

Metris Classic
Single lever bath mixer
# 31478, - 000

Talis ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
# 14140, - 000
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Bath concealed
Single lever mixer

®

Talis
Single lever bath mixer
# 32475, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 32477, - 000

®

Talis Classic
Single lever bath mixer
# 14145, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 14146, - 000

Metris
Single lever bath mixer
# 31493, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31487, - 000

Metris Classic
Single lever bath mixer
# 31485, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31486, - 000

®

®

Find further single lever mixers with the product lines PuraVida, Metris, Talis and Focus from page 32 on.

®

Focus
Single lever bath mixer
# 31945, - 000
with Safet y combination
# 31946, - 000
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Shower exposed
Thermostat

Ecostat ® Select
Shower thermostat
# 13161, - 000, - 400

Ecostat ® Comfort
Shower thermostat
# 13116, - 000

Ecostat ® 1001 SL
Shower thermostat
# 13261, - 000

Single lever mixer

Metris ®
Single lever shower mixer
# 31680, - 000

®

Metris Classic
Single lever shower mixer
# 31672, - 000

®

Talis
Single lever shower mixer
# 32640, - 000

®

Talis Classic
Single lever shower mixer
# 14161, - 000

®

Focus
Single lever shower mixer
# 31960, - 000
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Shower concealed
Thermostat

PuraVida
Shower thermostat
# 15770, - 000, - 400
Highflow thermostat
concealed
# 15772, - 000, - 400

®

PuraVida ®
Shower thermostat
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15771, - 000, - 400
with integrated shut- off valve
# 15775, - 000, - 400

®
Ecostat S
Shower thermostat
# 15711, - 000
Highflow thermostat concealed
# 15715, - 000

Ecostat S
Shower thermostat
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15721, - 000
with integrated shut- off valve
# 15701, - 000

®

Ecostat Classic
Shower thermostat
Highflow thermostat concealed
# 15754, - 000

®

Ecostat ® E
Shower thermostat
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 31570, - 000
Highflow thermostat concealed
# 31571, - 000

®

Ecostat
Shower thermostat
# 15710, - 000

®

Ecostat Classic
Shower thermostat
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15753, - 000

Single lever mixer

®

Talis
Single lever shower mixer
# 32675, - 000

®

Talis Classic
Single lever shower mixer
# 14165, - 000

Metris
Single lever shower mixer
# 31685, - 000

Metris Classic
Single lever shower mixer
# 31676, - 000

®

®

Focus
Single lever shower mixer
# 31965, - 000

®

Find further single lever mixers with the product lines PuraVida, Metris, Talis and Focus from page 34 on.

®

Ecostat E
Shower thermostat
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 31573, - 000
with integrated shut- off valve
# 31572, - 000

®

Ecostat
Shower thermostat
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15720, - 000
with integrated shut- off valve
# 15700, - 000
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Wall bars

®

®

PuraVida Unica
Wall bar with shower hose
Isiflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27844, - 000

®

Unica ’Classic
Wall bar with shower hose
Sensoflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27616, - 000
65 cm # 27617, - 000 (not shown)

®
®
Raindance Unica ’S
Wall bar with shower hose
Isiflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27636, - 000
150 cm # 27637, - 000
(not shown)

®

®

Raindance Unica
Wall bar with shower hose
Isiflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27590, - 000

®

®

Unica ’D
Wall bar with shower hose
Isiflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27930, - 000
65 cm # 27933, - 000 (not shown)

Unica ’C
Wall bar with shower hose
Isiflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27610, - 000
65 cm # 27611, - 000 (not shown)

®

Unica ’S Puro
Wall bar with shower hose
Isiflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 28631, - 000
65 cm # 28632, - 000 (not shown)

®

®

Unica ’Crometta
Wall bar with shower hose
Metaflex 1.60 m
90 cm # 27614, - 000
65 cm # 27615, - 000 (not shown)

Soap dishes

®

Casetta ’D
suitable for Unica ’D
# 28664, - 000

®
Casetta ’E
suitable for Unica ’S Puro
# 26519, - 000

®

Casetta ’C
suitable for Unica ’C and
Unica ’Crometta
# 28678, - 000

®
Casetta ’S Puro
suitable for Unica ’S Puro
# 28679, - 000

Shower supports

Porter ’S
Shower support
# 28331, - 000

Porter ’C
Shower support
# 27521, - 000

Porter ’D
Variable shower support
tilt angle up to 42°
# 27526, - 000, - 450

®

Casetta ’S
suitable for Unica ’S
# 28684, - 000

Porter ’Classic
Shower support
# 28324, - 000
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Porter ’A
Shower support
tilt angle up to 25°
# 27520, - 000

Porter ’E
Variable shower support
tilt angle up to 42°,
Isiflex shower hose 1.25 m
# 27507, - 000
without wall- connecting bend
# 27504, - 000 (not shown)

Hose connectors

®

Fixfit S
Hose connector
with swivel joint
and non-return valve
# 27506, - 000

®

Fixfit E
Hose connector
# 27454, - 000
with non-return valve
# 27458, - 000

Fixfit
Hose connector
with non-return valve
# 27414, - 000

Fixfit E
Hose connector
with swivel joint
and non-return valve
# 27505, - 000

®

Fixfit S
Hose connector
# 27453, - 000

®

®

Fixfit Stop
Shut- off valve
with hose connector DN15
with thread adapter DN20
# 27452, - 000

®

Shower hoses

®

Sensoflex
Metal shower hose with inside silicone
inliner and swivel joint
1.25 m # 28132, - 000
1.60 m # 28136, - 000
2.00 m # 28134, - 000

®

Isiflex
Synthetic hose with metal effect
and swivel joint
1.25 m # 28272, - 000, - 450
1.60 m # 28276, - 000, - 450
2.00 m # 28274, - 000, - 450

®

Metaflex
Synthetic hose with metal effect
and spiral optic
1.25 m # 28262, - 000
1.60 m # 28266, - 000
2.00 m # 28264, - 000
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The loveliest kind of rain:
overhead showers.
To
complete
your
shower
experience, the Raindance Select 300
overhead shower lets you change the
spray mode by simply pushing the Select
button. The shower will respond with an
abundance of relaxing drops or with a

stronger spray ideal for rinsing your hair.
People are different, and so are their
preferences when it comes to their daily
shower: different shapes, sizes and spray
modes make every shower experience fun
and unique.

Raindance ® Rainmaker ® Air

Raindance ® Royale S 350 Air Raindance ® S 300 Air

Raindance ® S 240 Air

Raindance ® S 180 Air

®
®
Raindance Rainmaker Air

Raindance ® E 420 Air 2jet

®
Raindance E 300 Air 2jet

Raindance ® E 240 Air 1jet

Made-to-measure character heads.
Whether a refreshing water jet, or perhaps
drops that gently envelop the body at
shoulder width, we all have our own
ideas of the perfect shower. Which is why
we offer a choice of shower heads with
diameters ranging from 180 to 600 mm.

Raindance ® E 360 Air 1jet

Clear design language.
We have various showers to choose from so
that you are able to choose your preferred
size and shape.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/overhead-shower

Different spray modes for different
needs.
Since every day deserves a different
shower experience, water assumes a
new form every time you push the Select
button. All overhead showers offer the
RainAir spray, which gently washes away
the stress of everyday life. The Raindance
E 420 offers an additional bonus: with its
powerful RainFlow flood jet it gives you a
fresh boost of energy.
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Overhead showers
PuraVida ®

Raindance ®

PuraVida ® 400
Overhead shower
with shower arm 387 mm
# 27437, - 000, - 400
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27390, - 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® E 420 Air 2jet
Overhead shower
with shower arm 385 mm
for iBox universal
# 27373, - 000

Raindance ® E 420 Air 1jet
Overhead shower
with shower arm 385 mm
# 27372, - 000

Raindance ® E 360 Air 1jet
Overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm
# 27376,- 000
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27381, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® S 240 Air
Overhead shower
with shower arm 383 mm
# 27474, - 000
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27477, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® S 180 Air
Overhead shower
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27478, - 000
with shower arm 233 mm
# 27476, - 000 (not shown)
with shower arm 383 mm
# 27468, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27464, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart with shower arm 240 mm
# 27462, - 000 (not shown)

iBox

Raindance ® Select E 300 2jet
Overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm
# 27385,- 000, - 400
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27384,- 000, - 400 (not shown)

Raindance ® E 240 Air 1jet
Overhead shower
with shower arm 223 mm
# 27370, - 000
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27380, - 000 (not shown)
EcoSmart
with shower arm 223 mm
# 27375, - 000 (not shown)
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27383, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® Royale S 350 Air
Overhead shower
# 28420, - 000
Shower arm 470 mm
# 27410, - 000 (not shown)
Ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27418, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® S 300 Air
Overhead shower
with shower arm 383 mm
# 27493, - 000
with shower arm 450 mm
# 27492, - 000 (not shown)
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27494, - 000 (not shown)

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/overhead-shower
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Raindance ® Classic 240 Air
Overhead shower
with shower arm 383 mm
# 27424, - 000
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27405, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ®

Croma ® 220
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 26464, - 000
EcoSmart
# 26465, - 000 (not shown)
optional shower arm
# 27412, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 160
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 27450, - 000
EcoSmart
# 28450, - 000 (not shown)
optional shower arm
# 27412, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Multi
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 27443, - 000
®
Croma 100 Multi EcoSmart
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 28460, - 000 (not shown)

Crometta ® 85 Vario
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 28424, - 000
optional shower arm
# 27411, - 000 (not shown)

Crometta ® 85 Green 1jet EcoSmart
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 28423, - 000
optional shower arm
# 27411, - 000 (not shown)

Crometta ® 85

Crometta ® 85 Multi
Overhead shower
with swivel joint
# 28425, - 000
optional shower arm
# 27411, - 000 (not shown)

Croma ® 100 Vario
Overhead shower
# 27441, - 000
optional shower arm
# 27411, - 000 (not shown)
®
Croma 100 Vario EcoSmart
Overhead shower
# 28462, - 000 (not shown)
optional shower arm
# 27411, - 000 (not shown)
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Manual Controls
Avantgarde

®

PuraVida
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed
# 15772, - 000, - 400

®

Trio /Quattro
Shut- off and diverter valve
for PuraVida
# 15937, - 000, - 400

®

Trio /Quattro
Shut- off and diverter valve
Finish Set E
# 31634, - 000

®

Trio /Quattro
Shut- off and diverter valve
Finish Set S
# 15932, - 000

®

Trio /Quattro
Shut- off and diverter valve
Finish Set E
# 15931, - 000

iControl
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
for Puravida
# 15777, - 000, - 400

®

®

Shut- off valve
for PuraVida
# 15978, - 000, - 400

®

®

Shut- off valve
Finish Set E
# 31677, - 000

®

®

Shut- off valve
Finish Set S
# 15972, - 000

®

®

Shut- off valve
Finish Set E
# 15971, - 000

Modern

®
Ecostat E
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed
# 31571, - 000

iControl
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 31958, - 000

®
Ecostat S
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed
# 15715, - 000

iControl S
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15955, - 000

®

Ecostat E
Shower thermostat
Concealed
# 15710, - 000

iControl E
with integrated shut- off
and diverter valve
# 15958, - 000
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Classic

®

Ecostat Classic
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed
# 15754, - 000

®
®
Trio /Quattro
Shut- off and diverter valve
Finish Set Classic
# 15934, - 000

Shower control

®
RainBrain Finish Set
electronic shower control
with flow rate control
# 15842, - 000, - 400

For further information on shower control please go to page 115. Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/rainbrain

Shut- off valve
Finish Set Classic
# 15961, - 000
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Shower in new dimensions.
The Raindance Rainmaker –
showering pleasure couldn’t be bigger or
more perfectly shaped: Thanks to AirPower
technology the drops from the XXL spray

disc are enriched with air so it feels more
voluminous. And because the Raindance
Rainmaker is fitted in the ceiling, instead of
a traditional shower there is now a space

Raindance ® Rainmaker ® Air
600 mm including Highflow concealed
thermostat on iBox universal basis
Overhead shower with light
# 28404, - 000
without light
# 28403, - 000 (not shown)

Raindance ® Rainmaker ® Air
680 x 460 mm, Overhead shower
with light # 28418, - 000
without light # 28417, - 000 (not shown)

RainAir.
The overhead shower with AirPower
technology provides luscious raindrops.

RainAir XXL.
All-over soft rain with AirPower technology.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/rainmaker

where it rains in the most wonderful way
as RainAir, RainAir XXL or Whirl and Mix,
depending on the product you choose.

Whirl.
Three rotating massage jets with AirPower
technology.
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Water with its original power.
The Raindance Rainfall turns
the daily shower into an entirely new
experience. The horizontal rain panel
provides greater freedom of movement,
and adds a special accent to the bathroom.

The Raindance Rainfall 180 pampers with
two different spray types: RainAir with the
relaxing, voluminous drops of a summer
shower, and RainFlow, whose refreshing
waterfall spray provides new energy. The

Raindance ® Rainfall ® 240 Air 3jet
without light # 28411, - 000
with light # 28410, - 000

Raindance ® Rainfall ® 180 Air 2jet
# 28433, - 000, - 400

iBox

RainAir.
Central overhead shower function with
AirPower technology.

Raindance Rainfall 240 adds the option of
enjoying a third jet type – the Whirl, with
pleasant massage jets.

iBox

RainFlow.
The unique pleasure of the waterfall spray.

Whirl.
The massage jets tilt to the front when the
water starts.
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Body showers

PuraVida ® 100
Body shower
# 28430, - 000, - 400

Raindance ® Air 100
Body shower
# 28477, - 000

Raindance ® Classic 100
Body shower
# 28445, - 000

Raindance ® Rainfall ®

Raindance ® Rainfall ® 150
# 26442, - 000

Raindance ® Rainfall ® 150 Stream
# 26443, - 000

RainFlow.
With warm water, the flood jet creates a
feast for the senses.

RainStream.
A rich downpour of soft water jets.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/rainfall

Body vette ®
Body shower
# 28466, - 000
®
Body vette Stop
with manual turn- off control
# 28467, - 000 (not shown)
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The smartest way
to enjoy comfort.
RainBrain is a discreet computer
that enables the user to control the shower
with complete ease by Touchscreen for
even greater showering pleasure – for
instance, under the Raindance Rainmaker

or Raindance Rainfall. From changing the
spray types and adjusting the temperature
in 0.5° increments, to choosing your
favourite music – transmitted to the
RainBrain via Bluetooth. A light touch

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/rainbrain

on the control panel turns the feel-good
shower into an energising, or relaxing
experience.
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RainBrain ®
Choice of overhead shower
Choice of hand shower
Side shower and contrast shower
Light (on/off control)
Warm-up function
Flow rate adjustment
Further Options
Music control
Cascade function
Temperature display
Time
Control knob: cold/hot, pause
On/Off button
All user settings can be customised.

Shower control

RainBrain ® Finish Set
Shower control
with flow rate control
# 15842, - 000, - 400

iBox ® universal

®

iBox universal
iBox universal basic set
# 01800180
Extension collar
# 13595, - 000 (not shown)
Extension collar
Ø 170 mm # 13596, - 000 (not shown)
Extension collar
Ø 150 mm # 13597, - 000 (not shown)
Fitting set
# 96615, - 000 (not shown)
PuraVida extension collar
# 15597, - 000 (not shown)

User settings for up to five users
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How to control showering pleasure.

Manual control – exposed
Exposed mixers are mounted on the wall and connected to the existing water
supply fittings. Recommended if only the mixer or thermostat is to be replaced in your
bathroom refurbishment.

Exposed-mounted mixer –
for one shower.
Single-lever mixer to manually control
water volume and temperature.

Exposed-mounted thermostat –
for one shower.
Use the left-hand control to adjust the
water volume and the right-hand one to set
the temperature. The thermostic cartridge
mixes to the desired temperature within
seconds and then keeps it at a constant
temperature.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/shower-control

Exposed-mounted thermostat –
for one shower.
Ecostat Select is the shape of thermostats
to come. The shelf accommodates all your
shower essentials.
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Manual control – concealed
With concealed mounting the body of the mixer is mounted inside the wall, so
only the controls and a flat rosette are visible on the outside. Highly recommended for
extensive bathroom refurbishments, and if installing two or more showerheads.

Concealed thermostat –
for one shower.
An elegant solution. Use the thermostat to
set the desired temperature and operate
the shower at the same time using the shutoff valve.

Concealed thermostat –
for two showers.
Use the thermostat to set the desired
temperature and you can switch between
two shower functions.

Electronic control – concealed
The concealed versions of the electronic control elements are also mounted out of
sight inside the wall. Recommended for a completely new bathroom which can integrate
smart shower technology from the outset.

RainBrain ® – shower electronics
for even more choice.
Touchscreen control for everything –
like having your own personal shower
computer. Whether the shower, spray
type, lighting or music from your iPod –
you can control everything intuitively by
touchscreen.

iControl ® concealed thermostat
with control unit – for three
showers.
The temperature is set on the thermostat,
use the second control unit to manually
switch between three different shower
functions.
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Hidden multi talent:
The iBox® universal.
revolutionary
concealed
The
solution: iBox universal, compatible
with more than 200 Hansgrohe and Axor
designs and functional solutions allows
the mixer body to disappear inside the
wall, thereby increasing the freedom of

movement in the shower or bath. The first,
and only, basic set for all Hansgrohe
mixers and thermostat solutions also has
another important advantage: it offers
flexibility in design and system choice. If
the basic body is installed at the outset, the

The cover rosette creates a pleasant ambience.

A practical concealed solution for added space.

Basic set for all mixer and thermostat solutions.
Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/ibox

finishing set can be used later to convert
and upgrade. The iBox universal is also a
concealed body for multi-spray overhead
showers.
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iBox ® universal

Raindance ® E 420
Raindance ® Rainfall ® 180
Overhead shower with 2 spray modes Overhead shower with 2 spray modes

Raindance ® 240
Showerpipe for the shower

iControl ® S
Shower control of
up to 3 showers

Ecostat ® S
Thermostat with
shut-off and diverter
valve to control
2 showers

®

PuraVida
Single lever shower mixer

®

Ecostat S
Thermostat with shutoff valve to control
one shower

PuraVida ®
Single lever shower mixer with
changeover from bath fill to
hand shower

Ecostat ® S
Concealed thermostat for
temperature control

Ecostat ® S
Highflow concealed
thermostat for use with large
overhead showers
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Elegant down to the tiniest detail:
Our waste systems.
Cleanliness is essential for wellbeing in the bathroom. That is why
Hansgrohe has developed a large number
of innovative outflow systems so that
used water can drain quickly and easily.
Versatile designs such as Exafill, Flexaplus,

Raindrain and Flowstar are easy to install
and extremely easy to use. Overflow
controls and other smart functions provide
long-lasting comfort – even after the
shower.

Push- Open. The Push-Open valve opens
and closes at a touch, making it easy to
hold the water or allow it to drain.

Flowstar ®. The Flowstar pop-up fitting
offers clean lines under the basin.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/waste-systems
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Bath: Exafill S. No need for a separate bath spout – integrated waterfall spray
is perfect for filling the bath – without splashes. Exafill S is everything in one: bath
spout, drain and overflow. And it is easy to install and to clean the inlet jets, thanks to
QuickClean technology.

Flexaplus ® S. No risk of overfilled baths – the overflow element of the fitting controls
excess water in the bath. Furthermore, the maximum safe water level for the bath can
safely be increased by up to 25 mm – for even greater bathing pleasure.

Shower: Raindrain ® 90 XXL. Ideal for large showers with a high flow rate, such as
Raindance Rainfall and Raindance Rainmaker. For fast, easy draining of any shower tray,
with a peak flow rate of up to 51 l/min and easy to install, this is the perfect shower drain.
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Wastes

Flowstar ® Designer siphon
# 52100, - 000
Set: 1 Flowstar, 2 angle valve
slip cases (without angle valve)
# 52110, - 000 (not shown)
Set: 1 Flowstar, 2 angle valve slip
cases (including angle valve)
# 52120, - 000 (not shown)

Flowstar ® S Designer siphon
# 52105, - 000

Angle valve E
# 13902, - 000

Basin valve
Push- Open
# 50100, - 000

Basin valve
with closed cover plate
# 50001, - 000

Waste set
with lever
# 94139, - 000, - 450

Shower tray outlets

®

Raindrain 90 X XL
Complete set
51 l/min
# 60067, - 000

®

Raindrain 90 X XL
Basic set
51 l/min
# 60065180

®

Staro ’90
Basic set
29 l/min
# 60054180

®

Starolift ’52
Basic set
33 l/min
# 60052180

Staro ’90
Complete set
29 l/min
# 60056, - 000

Staro ’52
Complete set
33 l/min
# 60060, - 000

®

®

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/waste-systems

®

Raindrain 90 X XL
Finish set
# 60066, - 000, - 450

®

Staro ’90
Finish set
# 60055, - 000

®
Starolift ’52
Finish set
# 60053, - 000

Angle valve S
# 13901, - 000
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Bath sets

®

®
Flexaplus S
Waste and Overflow complete set
with rigid overflow hose
for standard tubs
# 58155, - 000

Flexaplus
Waste and Overflow basic set
with rigid overflow hose
for standard tubs
# 58145180

®

®
Flexaplus S
Waste and Overflow complete set
with flexible hose
for standard tubs
# 58150, - 000

Flexaplus
Waste and Overflow basic set
with flexible hose
for standard tubs
# 58140180

Flexaplus
Finish set
# 58185, - 000, - 450

®

Flexaplus S
Finish set
# 58186, - 000

Exafill ®
Bath filler with waste
and Overflow complete set
for standard tubs
# 58123, - 000

Exafill
Bath filler with waste
and Overflow basic set
for standard tubs
# 58125180

Flexaplus
Waste and Overflow complete set
with rigid overflow hose
for standard tubs
# 58148, - 000

Flexaplus
Waste and Overflow complete set
with flexible hose
for standard tubs
# 58143, - 000

®

Exafill S
Bath filler with waste
and Overflow complete set
for standard tubs
# 58113, - 000

®

Flexaplus
Waste and Overflow basic set
with rigid overflow hose
for special tubs
# 58146180

®

®

Flexaplus
Waste and Overflow basic set
with flexible hose
for special tubs
# 58141180

®

®

®

Exafill
Bath filler with waste
and Overflow basic set
for special tubs
# 58126180

®

Exafill S
Bath filler with waste
and Overflow basic set
for special tubs
# 58116180

Exafill S
Bath filler with waste
and Overflow basic set
for standard tubs
# 58115180

®

Exafill
Finish set
# 58127, - 000

®

®

®
Exafill S
Finish set
# 58117, - 000

Increasing the ComfortZone:

Hansgrohe
kitchen mixers.
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Enjoyment at its smartest.
For many people cooking is a
pastime that allows them to switch off
and relax. In that respect, the bathroom
and kitchen have a lot in common. The
sensuously pure yet practical design of
PuraVida supports the idea of simple smart

handling. The mixer can be combined with
a lever or with an innovative electronic
control. Both elements can be placed
individually on the bowl – for maximum
ease of use. The electronic control is a
small button with a big effect. The intensity

PuraVida ®
2-hole Electronic kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 120°
(Shown in Stainless Steel Optic)
# 15805, - 000, - 800

PuraVida ®
2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 120°
(Shown in Stainless Steel Optic)
# 15812, - 000, - 800

of the water jet and the temperature are
controlled simply by pressing and turning
the button. You will find the matching
mixers for your bathroom on page 30.

Pressing one, two or three times on the control unit selects one of three individually predefined temperatures. Turning it changes the water temperature. The water volume is
changed by pressing and turning at the same time. Pressing once cancels the water in any
setting.

When pressed once, the
control unit lights up in
blue for cold water.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/kitchen

When pressed twice, the
control unit lights up in
orange for mixed water.

When pressed three times, the
control unit lights up in red for
warm water.
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The practical way to enjoy.
Washing up becomes a pleasure
thanks to the generous swivel range and
pull-out spray with two spray functions.

These mixers also prove that, far from
just being a benefit in the bathroom,
ComfortZone can also increase your

comfort in other areas of life. You will find
the matching bath mixers from the Modern
style guide on page 42.

ComfortZone. The higher the space between the mixer and bowl, the greater the freedom of movement.

Pull-out spray. Up to 50 cm more freedom
of movement thanks to the flexible pull-out
spray.

Find out more at www.hansgrohe-int.com/kitchen

Spray types. The pull-out spray has two
sprays: normal and shower spray.

Swivel spout. The mixer swivels
by up to 360°.
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Talis ®

Talis ® S 2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull- out spray
Swivel spout 150°
# 14877, - 000, - 800

Talis ® S 2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull- out spout
Swivel spout 150°
# 14872, - 000, - 800

Talis ® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull- out spray
Swivel spout 150°
# 32841, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 32842, - 000

Talis ® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 150°
# 32851, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 32852, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 32855, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ®
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 31820, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31822, - 000, - 800
with shut- off valve
# 31823, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ®
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 360°
# 31806, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31804, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 31803, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 360°
# 31786, - 000
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31785, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 31783, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ®
Single lever kitchen mixer
wall-mounted, swivel spout
# 31825, - 000

Talis ® S 2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 14870, - 000, - 800
for vented hot water cylinders
# 14873, - 000
with shut- off valve
# 14875, - 000 (not shown)

Focus ®

Focus ® E
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 360°
# 31780, - 000
for vented hot water cylinders
# 31784, - 000
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Technologies

Select

Switches over to a different
spray type in moments. Provides
pleasure at the touch of a button.

Keeps the flow to a minimum to
save water and energy without
any performance loss. For lasting
pleasure.

Combines water with a generous
amount of air. For a soft, splashfree water jet and rich, full
shower drops.

Remove limescale deposits simply
by rubbing the flexible silicone
nubs.

Distributes the water over a large
shower disc, so your whole body
is completely enveloped in wellbeing drops.

Defines the individually utilisable
area between basin and mixer,
for all possible applications.

Hot

Cool
Start

Cool

When turning the mixer tap on,
cold water flows in the basic
setting. Hot water only comes
through when you need it.

Spray modes

Rain
Air XL

Perfect for rinsing shampoo out
of your hair.

This gentle shower rain with airenriched drops will help to wash
daily life from you, drop by drop.

The very large shower disc
envelops your whole body with
soft drops.

Whirl

A powerful surge spray that
makes you feel as if you were
standing on your own in a
lagoon. Every day.

A concentrated spray for
massaging specific parts
of the body.

Massage

For new energy after a
challenging day: The dynamic,
revitalising massage spray.

Finishes

Strong, pulsing massage spray.

- 000 Chrome
- 090 Chrome/gold- optic
- 400 White/chrome
The addition of the finish gives
- 450 White
the order number (#) eight digits.
Example: 28500, - 000 = Chrome - 800 Stainless Steel Optic

The harmonious combination of
gentle shower drops and dynamic
spray.

Mono

A bundled jet for targeted,
refereshing shower pleasure.
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Please note that this catalogue only contains a selection of our products.
You will find our complete range on the Internet.
Find out more about the world of Hansgrohe at www.hansgrohe -int.com

Experience Hansgrohe products interactively
Find the iPad version of this catalogue at
http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog

Planning with Hansgrohe@home
Find out virtually by iPhone, iPad or android Smartphone how good
a Hansgrohe mixer tap will look on your wash basin at
http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome
http://play.google.com/store/search?q=hansgrohe+se

Experiencing and buying Hansgrohe products
For competent bathroom planning, please contact one of our sanitary specialist
retail and trade partners. Find your nearest one using our dealer search at
www.hansgrohe -int.com/sales-worldwide

This catalogue has been produced with the greatest possible care for the
environment. You can also do your bit for the environment by passing this
catalogue on to others when you have finished with it, or else recycling it.
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Saving with Hansgrohe
Find out how Hansgrohe will help you to save water and energy at
www.hansgrohe -int.com/savings- calculator or by mobile device
at http://m.savings.hansgrohe -int.com

